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PMC/AUD 

 

8 November 2017 

 

Name of Student …………………………………………. Tutor Group ……………….. 

 

Dear Parents 

 

Re: Computer Science GCSE 

 

The Computer Science GCSE (OCR 9-1 syllabus) is composed of three parts (see table below).  Parts 

1 & 2 are examinations that will be sat in summer 2018 and part 3 is a programming project, called the 

NEA (Non Examined Assessment).  Last week we started work on part 3.  

 

Component Weighting 

Computing Theory Exam  40% 

Programming Theory Exam 40% 

Programming Controlled Assessment 

(NEA) 

20% 

 

The skills required for the NEA are also critical for success in the Programming Theory Exam. 

 

The NEA is very strict and requires students to sit 20 hours of closely monitored practical work in 

exam conditions.  This means that every week for the remainder of this term, and for several weeks 

after the Christmas break, we will have a set timetable of practical work which students must attend.  

If students fall behind for any reason, then we cannot guarantee that time will be available to catch up 

due to the high control element of the course.  Furthermore, any incidents of poor behaviour or other 

distractions during the scheduled examination timings will mean that students will lose that time and 

may result in a zero mark awarded for that element. 

 

We will keep track of individual student’s progress and time spent/remaining to complete the 

programming project.  NEA rules do not allow teaching staff to intervene and help students with 

specific questions and guide them in any level of detail.  The project task we have selected fits well 

with the lesson and practice sessions we have been doing since the spring.  In addition, all students 

have been taught programming skills and methods that are very relevant to solving the problem and 

completing the project.  They also have access to tailored resources to help them in their work. 

 

Computer programming challenges always look daunting at the outset but we must encourage students 

to tackle the project in a methodical step by step fashion and what at first seems quite scary does, after 

a few hours into the work, start to become manageable.  I ask for your support in encouraging your 

child to be resilient and to tackle the programming challenge head on.  Please talk about progress at 

home and you will also see how your child is developing as well as motivate them to come back in for 

the next session with enthusiasm and full of ideas to move their project forward.  

  



 

 

 

If you have computing facilities at home, encourage your son or daughter to download the 

programming tool we use at college (Python), as it is free and they can practice techniques and check 

out ideas before bringing them into the class.  I would point out though that the NEA rules are very 

strict and any attempt to bring files into or out of the controlled classroom environment, copy or 

plagiarise work that may appear on the internet will be counted as malpractice.   

 

I hope you find this information useful and look forward to meeting you as the Year 11 subject 

meeting. 

 

Yours sincerely 

 
 

Mr Paul Cuss 

Teacher of Computing 


